2006 pt cruiser overheating

Towed to shop. Themostat installed. Now one year later it is over- heating again. Took it to same
shop. They think it is the head gasket but they don't do that kind of work so referred me to
another auto shop. Took it there. Did compression test not head gasket and see no problem.
Flushed out system. Added new coolant. I stop before it red lines. Installed new radiator and
another thermostat. Two weeks later, still overheating. Take it back. Install new fan and radiator
cap I just replaced the cap a month ago. I drive it two days. Pop the hood just to look. Very hot.
Reservoir is slam full of coolant. Check it next day, reservoir still full within one inch of top. It
did not overheat after putting in the fan but I am concerned as to why the reservoir is so full. I
have a new car but I drive 75 miles round trip to work and am trying to keep miles off it. I bought
PT new and it has been excellent up until now with very minor issues. But boy is it making up
for it now. I would be interested in hearing back with any ideas. I am a 64 yo lady so I cannot do
the repairs myself. Both of these companies are very reputable in this small town that I live in.
Update to above My PT overheated yesterday with the new fan. So it has two new thermostats,
new radiator, 3 new radiator caps 16, 18, 16 psi, and new radiator fan. The reservoir is full and
running over No coolant in radiator. Same thing I told the mechanic last time. The coolant is
NOT going back into the radiator period. He thinks since I am a woman, I don't know what I am
talking about! Car is now at another shop with a complete printout of everything that has been
done in the last 30 days to supposedly fix an overheating problem. Water pump, timing belt,
tension pulley all change out 3 years ago. Any suggestions. Able answered 2 years ago.
GuruZ24 answered 5 months ago. They thin My 07 PT Cruiser keeps overheating. We have
replaced the thermostat, the water pump, timing belt andfanbrelay switches. We are at a
complete lose. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chrysler PT Cruiser
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. PT
Cruiser Forum Advertisements. Overheating Jbarr's Gallery. I will try to make the story to my
question short, it may not be possble though, seems I am long winded. When this would happen
we would always check the coolant and it would be fine. My husband decided it was the
thermostat and about a week ago changed it out. The car ran fine for about a week, with no
overheating. He drove the car 60 miles to work, car sat for ten hours and then about more then
half way into his trip home car started to overheat. Brought it home and parked it for 2 days. I
tried to take a 10 minute trip nothing over 40 mph and after 5 minutes the car went into the red,
checked coolant and it was empty. A friend told him to burp the radiator, so he drained the
coolant and tried burping not sure he did it correctly checked thermostat in boiling water and
replaced radiator cap. Temp still over half way mark in idle and heat still running cold. Long
story short There is not any sign of coolant in the oil nor water from exhaust. There seems to be
no leaks as the car has sat in the same place for 3 days now and no fluids visible beneath.
Wondering if anyone has a suggestion as to what it may be other then head gasket so that we
can try that fix instead of going straight for the big money fix. If anyone could help? Share
Share this post on Digg Del. VNT's Gallery. Re: Overheating First I woiuld highly recommend
you bring it to someone who is knowladgable. If your loosing coolant it has to be going
somewhere??? Either on the ground or into the engine via a bad head gasket and or cracked
head. If your original owner, and have less than 70K miles I believe you have the power train
covered. In any case over heating is either bad fan or relay,hence running hot, low coolant,
clogged radiator, bad T-stat.. It sounds like your loosing coolant and if it isnt on the ground then
I would suspect a head gasket. You could have the system pressure checked and could have an
oil analysis to see if coolant is in the oil? WHat does the oil on the dipstick look like? For
anyone reading this, overheating these engines and continuing to drive them will kill the engine
in short order. Hooligan's Gallery. We have only lost coolant once due to boil over, otherwise
coolant level has stayed on level. As stated fan has been checked on both speeds, thermostat
has been replaced and then removed and checked in boiling water to make sure it is opening
correctly, along with a new cap. Oil is correct color no milkiness or foam. No water or smoke
from tail pipe. Overheats while driving but not in idle, heat coming out cold on full blast. We are
in the process of trying to burp the system once more. I just wanted to know if there were any
other possible small causes for these symptoms, before we take it to a mechanic. My husband
is handy with a wrench and knows his way around a car so, small stuff he can handle the large
stuff goes to the people who know what they are doing. Dino's Gallery. Originally Posted by
Jbarr. Burped it a few times. Heat is now running hot and husband took car out on a highway
drive with air conditioner blowing full blast. Temp gauge did not once move above halfway

point. Knock on wood Wutliss's Gallery. How do I post a Question? I have an overheating issue
of my own. My 06 PT cruiser is overheating. My only other guess is the temperature sensor may
be bad. When a mechanic changed my timing belt he had forgotten to plug in the temperature
sensor wire, so the car always showed the temp as flat "Cold" once I plugged it in it showed it
as right in the middle where it usually is. Including the engine block and heater core. Add hoat
first [one half of cooling capacity] and then top off with distilled water. The problem here has
nothing to do with coolant brand. Your correct in not mixing the two. If host was so important to
Chrysler, why then have they made it unavailable in many over seas country's? Chrysler as
recently as the 04 model year said not to use synthetic oil. It's all about marketing fees. So use
what you like and follow the recommend service intervals of that product. BTW this an old
thread. Badglas badglas. Originally Posted by Wutliss BB code is On. Smilies are On.
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PT Videos. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Jbarr Fresh Cruiser. Overheating I will try to make the
story to my question short, it may not be possble though, seems I am long winded. Thanks
Share Share this post on Digg Del. VNT Senior Cruiser. Re: Overheating First I woiuld highly
recommend you bring it to someone who is knowladgable. Hooligan Obsessed Cruiser. Re:
Overheating We have only lost coolant once due to boil over, otherwise coolant level has stayed
on level. Dino Senior Cruiser. Re: Overheating Quote: Originally Posted by Jbarr We have only
lost coolant once due to boil over, otherwise coolant level has stayed on level. Re: Overheating
Okay Wutliss Fresh Cruiser. Re: Overheating How do I post a Question? Join Date: Jan Posts: 1,
pt06's Gallery. Re: Overheating The problem here has nothing to do with coolant brand. Posting
Rules. Similar Threads. Overheating PT! Overheating PT. LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks. Digg
this Thread! Bookmark in Technorati. Tweet this thread. Share on Facebook! Don't not overheat
on 20 mile drive but does on a longer trip. Radiator is full just notice coolant tank may be
leaking could that be the only problem or something else? Cooling fan is working also. It's all in
the bleeding. Follow these steps. Work on cool engine 2. Drain overflow tank. Pull off hose at
tank site. Use a throwaway cup to catch antifreeze. Put overflow tank hose back after draining to
add mark. Open bleeder valve 10 mm and remove overflow hose at radiator end. Slowly pour
antifreeze into radiator. Keep pouring till you get a steady stream. Close bleeder valve replace
overflow hose and start car leaving radiator cap off. Turn heat on high. Add antifreeze till full
only in radiator not overflow. Watch the bubbles about 1 to 2 minutes. Antifreeze is still flowing
as the engine warms so 2 minutes was the longest. Replace 16 pound radiator cap and go for a
ride. If you have no major issues this will work. I've done it several times. Anytime you open the
radiator you need to follow these steps.!! Did you bleed the air out of your cooling system after
installing the thermostat? Some come with bleed valves on them but a lot do not. Use this link
for instructions on how to get the air out if yours did not have the valve build in. If you are not
losing water anywhere then it either air in the cooling system or you may need a new water
pump and or clutch fan, might be all one unit. Petrohawk petrohawk. A Leaking coolant tank is
not a good thing. Verify if it is and replace it if needed. My problem was a leaking head gasket.
After the engine warms up, check the exhaust pipe for a small amount of water coming out. Not
having the money for a mechanic to change it out, I used "Blue Devil pour n'go treatment"
Follow the directions as shown. My PT no longer overheats. Was sounding like a coffee pot
boiling all the time. Also, make sure"Both" speeds of your fan are working. There is a low speed
and a high speed. When the high speed comes on, you can really hear it! The fan should stay on
after you turn off the key for awhile. Cools the water in the radiator. If not have your sensors
checked. Good Luck! Jonathan Maniaul. Sandy and Josh. After replacing all related parts
thermostat radiator fan etc. Head gasket. We were right. The water jacket part of the head gasket
was leaking. Our original was actually three layers pressed together, and the top layer
developed a crack between two water hole. We did ours ourselves, but it's not cheap if you
can't. She made k before needing any of it however. Great car. There is a 10mm bleed zirc like
fitting on the thermostat housing tube. When the engine is stone cold, remove the radiator cap,
open the bleed screw, top off the radiator with coolant until no bubbles come out of the bleed
screw. Close the screw and replace the cap. See if this works. There are also two speeds to your
fan. High and low. Be sure the high speed is working properly. Get a mechanic to test it, or
google the procedure. Good luck. Mine would sound like a coffe pot all the time. Full replace
fixed it. But, went through all the other methods I could find as well. Tamara Alford tlalford. My
pt needle is going up but comes back down. It never goes to the red the check engine light is
not on why is it trying to overheat. Here's a link that explains what the thermostat does.

Roderick Zanders. My son has a PT Cruiser and he was having the same overheating problem.
After replacing almost everything, we found out that we could only use the factory radiator fan.
We initially replaced the radiator fan with one purchased from Advance Auto, but it was still
running hot. I hope this helps someone. Gerald mcneal. My basic model has had heart problems
every time I go up hills I have to run the heart full speed I replaced the fan,the themo, and senor
twice. I have mils I think it might be my water pump nothin leaks and the cars runs great even at
idea on super hot days outside my car temp starts to go up a bit without going to far I won't go
up big hills on super hot days. I have no clue what's up it not the head gastric the car runs great
no issue no water in the oil. A
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ny suggestions I was thinking lower themo housing or water pump no codes come up and a
few people can't seem to figure it. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Answer this question I
have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted
Undo. Score 5. What happen if you dont bleed cooling system. Most Helpful Answer. Was this
answer helpful? Score 4. JackoAllMasteroNone Rep: 5 1. Score 2. Petrohawk petrohawk Rep: 73
3. If it works. Be sure to actually replace the head gasket eventually. Score 1. Don't the turbo
engine have a verble speed with no relay? Jonathan Maniaul Rep: 1. Check the temp gauge for
right reading. Score 0. Sandy and Josh Rep: 1. Good luck Mine would sound like a coffe pot all
the time. Forget this, read rlewiz comment first: petrohawk. Tamara Alford tlalford Rep: 1. Hi
tlalford , You may have a faulty coolant thermostat. Roderick Zanders Rep: 1. Gerald mcneal
Rep: 1. Add your answer jessie will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

